
GET MORE BLOCK/CHARGE PLAYS RIGHT! 

 
PICK OUT THAT DEFENDER EARLY. 

 
   As Lead on the endline, resist the habit to be watching the dribbler out on 

the perimeter.  As he beats his defender and drives to the basket from "out 
top", pick out that defensive player in your PCA early, the one right there in 

front of you setting up to "take a charge".   Prior to any contact, identify 
whether that defender has established “initial” legal guarding position (two 

feet on the floor inbounds, torso facing the offensive player) prior to the 
crash that's about to occur.  If he has, then it's a charge.  Go up with a fist 

in the air, give the proper signals for the offensive foul, and be confident in 
your correct call in spite of what those in the gym who spend all their time 

watching the dribbler didn't see. 
 

Important: 
   Remember, from that “initial” guarding position (ILGP), the defender 

does not, contrary to popular opinion, "need to be set" to take a 
charge.  From that “initial” legal guarding position, the defender can, 

prior to the crash caused by the offensive player, move backwards, 
laterally, or at an angle away from the advancing dribbler.  As long as 

the defender does not move into or towards the dribbler, the crash caused 
by the dribbler is a charge. 

 

    Picking out the defender to assess ILGP prior to the crash and knowing 
rule 4-23-1,2,3 will help you get more block/charge plays correct. 

 
 

Had the calling official been watching the dribbler instead of identifying prior 
to the crash the defender's ILGP, he probably would not have gotten this 

charge call right.  (Fist in the air prior to the charge signal missing here, but 
this is a great charge 

call):  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qgqn2BWxp5g 
 

Calling official focused on defender setting up down low and resisted 
watching the dribbler driving from the perimeter -- good charge call as a 

result:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=duZpZRLILJU 
 

For those of you with more time to study this topic further, here's an 

extended article illustrated with video clips:  Pick Out That Secondary 
Defender Earl 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qgqn2BWxp5g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=duZpZRLILJU
http://www.myvirtualofficialsassociation.com/?p=282
http://www.myvirtualofficialsassociation.com/?p=282

